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Abstract: The aim of this study is to analyze the impact of trade openness and human capital on
economic growth in 19 Asian countries from 1985 to 2017. We selected two geographically distributed
regions (Western and Southern Asia) based on difference in their GDP per capita. We applied the
unit root tests to examine the level of stationarity and found that all variables were integrated at first
difference. Kao and Fisher cointegration tests were employed and the results revealed the presence
of a long-run relationship. We applied fully modified ordinary least square (FMOLS) and dynamic
ordinary least square (DOLS) models to check the magnitude of the long-run coefficients among trade
openness, human capital and economic growth. To investigate the direction of causality, we used a
Dumitrescu and Hurlin (DH) causality test. The results indicated that trade openness and human
capital have a significant and positive relationship while labor force participation has a negative
effect on economic growth in Southern Asia, and in the case of Western Asia, the impact is positive.
Foreign direct investment (FDI) has a negative and significant impact on GDP per capita (GDPPC)
in Western Asia while it is positive and significant in Southern Asia; Total population (TPOP) has a
negative impact on GDPPC in both regions. Furthermore, human capital has a positive and significant
impact on trade openness in both panels. Meanwhile, labor force participation (LFP) has a positive
and significant impact on trade openness in Southern Asia and a negative impact in the case of
Western Asia. Trade openness and economic growth have bidirectional causality in Western Asia and
unidirectional causality in Southern Asia. It also shows that human capital and economic growth
have unidirectional causality in both regions.

Keywords: trade openness; FDI; human capital; education; labor force; economic growth and fully
modified OLS

1. Introduction

Trade openness and human capital are the major factors affecting economic growth [1,2]. It does
not only include buying and selling of goods and services, but it also helps to develop new technologies,
flows of new ideas and knowledge. The concepts of trade openness and trade liberalization are
the most debated topics in all economies. If a country moves toward trade openness, the economy
is more likely to grow. The word openness means the absence of restrictions or a flexible attitude
toward trading activities. Hence, trade openness refers to the degree to which a domestic country
permits to trade with other countries. Trading activities usually include exports, imports, foreign direct
investment (FDI), lending, borrowing, and repatriation of funds from abroad [3]. Trade openness also
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promotes growth in several ways. It increases capital formulation and expands markets through an
increase in investment [4,5]. It creates enormous benefits to the country’s industrial sectors through
developing new methods of production and increases the level of employment by creating more job
opportunities, and may lead to poverty reduction [6]. There are three tools to measure the ratio of trade
openness: one of them is the ratio of total trade volume (import and export) to GDP [7]; the second is
the ratio of import and export to total population [8], and finally it can be calculated on the basis of tariff
rates. In the current economic scenario, no country can develop successfully without trade openness,
investment, and the migration of people. Published literature explored the positive impact of labor
productivity on trade openness [9,10]. Trade openness and FDI bring technological transformation in
an economy and also help to enhance the human capital of that particular economy [11].

Human capital is also observed as a fundamental source of economic growth [12]. It enhances the
total productivity level and potential earnings of the labor force [13]. Human capital is also estimated
by skills, qualification, ability to create new products, and experience of labor [14]. An economy
can enhance human capital by specialization and labor division, improvement in basic education,
vocational training, encouragement to self-employment, and creating business opportunities [15,16].
It is also considered a very important factor for an economy and it helps to provide a highly skilled and
innovative labor force that can utilize limited resources with efficiency, which increases the per capita
income [17,18]. An efficient human capital also attracts FDI, which stimulates economic growth [19,20].

Endogenous growth theory indicates that economic growth is the first and primary result of
internal forces. In addition, the theory confirms the supremacy of knowledge, innovation, and human
capital and their contribution to economic growth. This theory is also concentrated on the positive and
spillover effects of knowledge, which ultimately lead an economy towards development [21]. However,
after the failure of endogenous theory, a unified theory of growth was developed [22], which captures
the fundamental phases—getting away from the Malthusian trap, emergence of human capital as the
fundamental element of growth, the onset of the fertility decline, and the elements of the modern era
of economic growth [23]—by exploring the interaction between human traits and economic growth.

Accordingly, the aim of this study is to investigate the substantial contribution of human capital
and trade openness to the economic growth of Asian region. In this regard, the previous literature
focused more on the country-specific and corporation level in exploring the vigorous relationships
among variables of interest. Specifically, this study compares the economic growth of two different
panels of Asian countries based on trade openness and economic growth. Moreover, as per our
knowledge, unlike the previous literature, we also compared the panel of Southern and Western Asian
countries in a growth model, as every country has different obstacles in the way of development
and faces different circumstances due to flabby policies regarding resources and income individually.
Furthermore, this research explores the comparison of granger causal relationships among candidate
variables in these regions. At the end, we confer the policy suggestions relevant to human capital and
a trade-growth model on the bases of estimated outcomes. To achieve the research objectives, this
research will help to give policy suggestions and recommendations. Moreover, previous literature
explored the impact of trade openness and human capital on economic growth. However, there is still
limited literature that shows the relationship for Asian countries simultaneously and also compares
their regions.

The remaining paper is structured as follows: Section 2 consists of a literature review related to
trade openness, human capital, economic growth, and other control variables used in this investigation.
The data information and empirical models are introduced in Section 3. Empirical strategies are
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the results and discussions of the outcomes of these
empirical models, and in the last section, conclusions and policy suggestions are described.

2. Literature Review

There are several studies on human capital, trade openness and economic growth in developed
and underdeveloped countries. In this regard, Ogundari and Awokuse [24] conducted their study in
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35 sub-Saharan African countries and examined the impact of human capital on economic growth.
The results showed that human capital had positive effects on economic growth. Another study was
conducted for the comparison of developed and underdeveloped countries to investigate the threshold
effect of human capital and economic growth. The results were estimated by using the generalized
method of moments (GMM), which showed that human capital has a positive and significant impact on
economic growth in both regions [25]. By contrast, Abdullah [26] found a negative relationship between
education and economic growth in the case of Malaysia. This is not a new relationship in the literature
due to some reasons. In relation to existing problems, several factors were mentioned in previous
studies. First, education may not contribute to enhance the production level. Furthermore, it is not a
factor of the production process. Additionally, Pritchett [27] suggested that ere is a high chance that
several educated people might be involved in illegal activities that will reduce the economic growth.
Another study proposed by Awan and Naseem [28] found that education expenditure has a significantly
adverse association with economic growth, while health expenditure raised the economic growth.

Further, in the case of Pakistan, Dar Ahmad and Mehmood [29] found that trade openness and
FDI have a positive impact on economic growth. Another valuable study investigated the impact of
trade openness on the income level and economic growth of 115 developing countries. The results
were estimated through the common correlated effects mean group (CCEMG), fully modified ordinary
least square (FMOLS), and dynamic ordinary least square (DOLS) estimation approaches and found
a positive and bidirectional relationship between trade openness and income level as well as with
economic growth [30]. According to Alam and Sumon [31], trade openness and economic growth have
a positive relationship with economic growth. The vector error correction model (VECM) revealed
bidirectional causality between economic growth and trade openness. Agiomirgianakis et al. [32]
investigated the impact of human capital on the economic growth in 93 countries. The results revealed
that there was a positive and significant impact of human capital (level of education) on economic
growth. In Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, Bassanini
and Scarpetta [33] revealed a significant and positive association among human capital and economic
growth. In another remarkable study in 100 developed and underdeveloped countries, Yanikkaya [34]
confirmed a significant and positive relationship among trade openness and economic growth of
underdeveloped countries by using fixed effect estimation. The same relationship was investigated
through different methodologies that reached similar findings.

Chen and Gupta [35] found a positive relationship among trade openness and economic growth
in Africa by using the GMM model for estimation. In Africa a positive association of education with
GDP per capita was also found, and a negative effect of labor force on GDP was also revealed [36].
Similarly, Kasman and Duman [37] investigated a positive association between trade openness and
economic growth in the case of European Union member and candidate countries.

Kong et al. [38] revealed that trade openness has a positive relationship with, and significantly
improves the quality of, economic growth in china. In Southeast Europe, Fetahi [39] showed the impact
of trade openness and economic growth. The results indicated a positive influence of FDI on economic
growth as well as trade openness and GDP by using pooled ordinary least square (POLS) regression.
Indian Ocean rim countries have a positive relationship between trade openness and economic growth,
as found by Nowbutsing [40]. In Bangladesh, Adhikary [41] explored the relationship among FDI,
trade openness, capital formulation, and economic growth, and the results showed that FDI and capital
formulation affected the economic growth positively and significantly, while trade openness was
adversely linked with economic growth. Another study proposed by Bibi et al. [42] explored a negative
association between trade openness and economic growth. The outcomes of DOLS cointegration
regression indicated that a 1% increase in trade openness would reduce economic growth by 1.091%
due to exchange rate depreciation in particular economies. Furthermore, it was found that trade-related
policies and economic growth have bidirectional causality, and similar results are found consistent in
line with Vernon [43] and Findlay [44].
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Hye and Lau [45] revealed that trade openness has a negative relationship with economic growth
in the long run and a positive one in short-run. They also revealed that human capital and physical
capital have a positive association with economic growth in the long run. In India, Karimzadeh and
Karimzadeh [46] revealed a significant and positive relationship between trade and economic growth as
well as human capital and economic growth. Zhang and Zhuang [47] conducted a study in China and
found that tertiary education is more effective than primary education for economic growth. Matousek
and Tzeremes [48] examined the asymmetric relationship of human capital on economic development
and observed a nonlinear relationship between them. Findings of this study also expressed that
asymmetric patterns are more pronounced under perfect mobility assumptions among skilled and
unskilled workers. However, in Nigeria, Adelakun [49] showed a positive relationship between human
capital development and economic growth.

Adu-Gyamfi el al. [50] conducted a study in nine West African countries to investigate the
relationship among trade openness, inflation, and economic growth. Results revealed that trade
openness and inflation significantly reduced the economic growth. In Asian countries, Bajwa and
Siddiqi [51] confirmed that three countries have a negative and statistically significant relationship with
GDP in the years 1972 to 1985, while it was positive for Pakistan, and from 1986 to 2007 all countries
had a positive effect on economic growth. In the case of Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) countries, a significant and positive relationship between trade openness and economic
growth was observed [52]. Another remarkable study by Nguyen [53] conducted in three Northeast
Asian countries found that trade openness accelerates the level of economic growth. Additionally,
trade openness has a unidirectional relationship with economic growth and a bidirectional causal
relation with the exchange rate.

3. Data and Empirical Model

3.1. Data

A total of 19 countries of Southern and Western Asia were included in this study, keeping in view
the availability of data over a time period from 1985 to 2017. This study is based on the comparative
investigation of Asian countries categorized into two panels on the basis of differences in their GDP
per capita. We selected Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Iran, Nepal, Sri-Lanka, and Bhutan in Southern
Asia; and Turkey, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Israel, Cyprus, Oman, Georgia, Bahrain, Armenia, and
Azerbaijan in Western Asia. Table 1 shows the description of the variables used in this study, extracted
from the World Development Indicator (WDI).

Table 1. Description of variables.

Variables Description Unit of measurement

GDPPC GDP per capita Constant LCU
HC Tertiary education Percentage of gross secondary school enrollment
UPOP Urban population Percentage of total population
TPOP Total population Total number of legal residents
LFP Labor force participation Rate of the total labor force, including ages 15 to 64
TO Trade openness Ratio with GDP
FDI Foreign direct investment Net inflows (Bop, Current US$)

Source: WDI.

3.2. Empirical Models

To investigate the impact of trade openness and human capital on economic growth, we constructed
two models with different pairs: these models are structured as show in Equations (1) and (2).

LGDPPC = β0 + β1LHC + β2LLFP + β3LUPOP + µ1 (1)

LGDPPC = β0 + β1LHC + β2LFDI + β3LTPOP + β4LTO + µ2 (2)
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In both models, LGDPPC is the log of GDP per capita used as a dependent variable, µ1 , µ2 are
the error terms of both models, and the description of other independent variables is given in Table 1.
Trade openness also depends on these factors as shown in Equation (3):

LTO = β0 + β1LHC + β2LFDI + β3LTPOP + β4LLFP + u3 (3)

In this model, the log of trade openness, which is normalized by GDP, is used as a dependent
variable, u3 is the error term of model C, and the description of other independent variables is given
in Table 1.

4. Estimation strategies

4.1. Unit Root Test

We have applied Levin, Lin and Chu (LLC) [54], Im Pesaran and Shin (IPS) [55], and Maddala
and Wu–Augmented Dickey Fuller (MW-ADF) [56] panel unit root tests to check the stationary level
of variables. LLC can be assumed as the pooled panel unit root test, IPS allows heterogeneity in the
value, and Maddala and Wu (MW) unit root tests were employed for the nonparametric approach.
Figure 1 presents the systematic econometric procedure followed in the current study to investigate
the influence of concerned variables on economic growth and trade openness.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 21 
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4.1.1. LLC Unit Root Test

LLC homogeneously represents autoregressive coefficients that indicate the absence or presence
of the unit root problem. LLC investigates the unit root problem through ADF regression. There are
three steps of the LLC test; first, for each cross-section a different ADF regression is applied, as shown
in Equation (4):

∆Yit = βYit−1 +

ηi∑
j=1

βi jYit− j + z′itρ+ µit (4)

In the second step, the standard deviation ratio is estimated from the short run to the long run.
The null hypothesis is expressed as follows:

NullHypothesis H0 : ρi = 0

The alternative hypothesis is expressed as follows:

AlternativeHypothesis H1 : ρi < 0

Equation (5) runs a separate regression and saves the residuals ρi,t and µi,t−1:

∆yit = λi +
ηi∑

j=1

αi,t− j∆yi,t− j + ρi,t (5)

yi,t−1 = αi −

ηi∑
j=1

φi,t− j∆yi,t− j + µi,t−1 (6)

ADF statistics, as shown in Equation (5), indicate the LLC unit root test, and when based on the
unit root presence in the case of H0, no unit root problem exists in the alternate hypothesis H1. Finally,
test statistics are computed and the pooled regression is calculated according to Equation (7):

∆yi,t = λyi,t−1 + εi,t (7)

4.1.2. IPS Unit Root Test

The LLC test is restricted because it must be homogeneous, but Pesaran allowed for heterogeneity
and proposed an alternative testing procedure that depends on average individual unit root test
statistics. The ADF test applied for individual series and t-test statistics depends upon anathematized
means of each individual’s ADF statistics. It is expressed as the following Equation (8):

∆yit = α j + αiYit−1 +

ρi∑
j=1

Φi, jYit− j + υi,t (8)

where αi is under the alternative hypothesis and IPS allows heterogeneity. It is more effective than a
test for a single time series. It contains two stages; the initial stage shows that the t-statistics of the
ADF mean value is calculated for each individual, which is represented in Equation (9):

tyz =
1
y

y∑
i=1

ti,t(pi) (9)
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As ti,t expresses the ADF t-statistics of each country and pi is the lag order in ADF regression;
t-statistics are estimated as follows in Equation (10):

At =

√
y(z)

[
tz − E(tz)

]
√

var(tz)
(10)

4.1.3. Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) Unit Root Test

Maddala and Wu [56] developed a Fisher type test, which pools the probability values derived
from the unit root tests of each cross-section i. It has a chi-square distribution with a 2nd degree of
freedom and a parametric test, where n is the number of countries included in the panel. This test is
more efficient than the IPS unit root test because it is sensitive to the chosen lag length in individual
ADF regressions.

4.2. Penal Cointegration Tests

When all variables are integrated at the 1st level, then we move to the next step that is the
cointegration test, which is used to predict the presence of long-run relationships among variables.
Several tests proposed to investigate whether a long-run relationship existed or not, such as
Pedroni [57,58], Kao [59], and Fisher type tests used with an underlying Johansen methodology.
In this study, we utilized Kao and Fisher cointegration tests to confirm the cointegration. These tests
are based on estimated residuals dynamics of Models A, B and C. Kao and Pedroni cointegration tests
are based on the Engle–Granger two-step test (residual-based). The Kao test is used for cross-section
and homogeneous coefficients for the first stage. These tests are based on residuals dynamics and
variants of ADF and Phillip Perron PP tests. A Fisher panel cointegration test is used to evaluate
the null hypothesis (H0) of “no cointegration” against the alternate hypothesis in the presence of
cointegration. Therefore, this study moves toward a penal long-run relationship by applying fully
modified OLS (FMOLS) and Dynamic OLS.

Panel Cointegration Regression

After confirming the long-run cointegration, the next step of the econometric procedure is to
estimate the magnitude of the long-run coefficient of variables. In these circumstances, in order to
overcome the problem of autocorrelation and endogeneity, we employed FMOLS and DOLS estimation
approaches [60,61]. More specifically, the FMOLS approach is considered a non-parametric approach
while DOLS is a parametric approach. To overcome the problem faced due to the long-run correlation
among the cointegration equation and stochastic regressors’ innovations, an econometric technique
proposed by Phillips and Hansen was used. Another advantage of FMOLS is to provide consistent
and efficient estimators even in data with a small sample size. The results of the FMOLS technique
are unbiased and also fully efficient and consistent. This estimator utilized preliminary estimates of
the symmetric and one-sided long-run covariance matrices of the residual. This test overcomes the
problems of endogeneity and serial correlation.

4.3. Dumitrescu Hurlin Causality Test

The Dumitrescu and Hurlin (DH) [62] causality test presented the casual relationship among
panel variables. This test gives more useful information than other causality tests. The DH causality
test is more appropriate for analyzing unbalanced panel data and cross-sectional dependencies among
countries. We considered Equation (11) as a linear model:

∆Yit = αi +

j∑
j=1

λ
( j)
i Yi,t− j +

j∑
j=1

β
( j)
i Xi,t− j + µit (11)
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In Equation (11), X and Y are the variables in which causality will be estimated and j is the
optimum lag interval. This test was used to detect whether X causes Y or not.

5. Results and Discussion:

In the first step of the analysis, we applied three unit root tests to check the stationary level of the
variables listed in Table 1. The results indicated that the null hypothesis H0 was rejected, as shown in
Tables 2 and 3. If all variables are significant at the 1st difference, According to the results of these tests,
we have to move toward Cointegration.

Table 2. Results of unit root tests (Western Asia).

Variables Deterministic
Level 1st difference

IPS LLC ADF IPS LLC ADF

LFDI
Intercept 0.498

(0.690)
−1.504 *
(0.080)

20.207
(0.684)

−11.48 ***
(0.000)

−8.962 ***
(0.000)

164.21 ***
0.000

Intercept and
trend

−0.113
(0.454)

0.561
(0.712)

24.261
(0.446)

−10.006 ***
(0.000)

−6.694 ***
(0.000)

131.578 ***
(0.000)

LGDPPC
Intercept −0.8206

(0.205)
−2.394 ***

(0.008)
31.598
(0.137)

−7.285 ***
(0.000)

−5.884 ***
(0.000)

101.38 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

−1.382 *
(0.083)

−2.665 ***
(0.003)

35.567 *
(0.060)

−5.951 ***
(0.000)

−5.277 ***
(0.000)

80.447 ***
(0.000)

LLFP
Intercept 1.492

(0.932)
−0.307
(0.307)

12.845
(0.968)

−4.886 ***
(0.000)

−2.806 ***
(0.002)

67.824 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

1.103
(0.865)

0.921
(0.178)

17.881
(0.808)

−3.285 ***
(0.000)

−3.403 ***
(0.000)

50.06 ***
(0.001)

LTPOP
Intercept 0.165

0.565
−3.802 ***

0.000
52.046 ***

(0.000)
−12.373 ***

(0.000)
−11.095 ***

(0.000)
178.406 ***

(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

−12.213 ***
(0.000)

−12.619 ***
(0.000)

331.25 ***
(0.000)

−19.730 ***
(0.000)

−17.352 ***
(0.000)

426.015 ***
(0.000)

LHC
Intercept 1.881

(0.970)
0.5504
(0.709)

13.24
(0.961)

−8.906 ***
(0.000)

−8.805 ***
(0.000)

123.900 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

−0.387
(0.349)

1.225
(0.889)

34.016 *
(0.084)

−6.948 ***
(0.000)

−7.132 ***
(0.000)

91.89 ***
(0.000)

LUPOP
Intercept 0.246

(0.597)
−0.273
(0.392)

28.345
(0.245)

−4.232 ***
(0.000)

−4.261 ***
(0.000)

62.372 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

−4.544 ***
(0.000)

−4.737 ***
(0.000)

61.718 ***
(0.000)

−4.675 ***
(0.000)

−4.449 ***
(0.000)

263.65 ***
(0.000)

LTO
Intercept −0.515

(0.303)
−2.907 ***

(0.001)
24.376
(0.440)

−9.96 ***
(0.000)

−7.291 ***
(0.000)

140.05 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

0.063
(0.525)

0.345
(0.635)

23.620
(0.483)

−8.103 ***
(0.000)

−5.086 ***
(0.000)

106.98 ***
(0.000)

1% and 10% represented as *** and * and p-values are in parentheses. IPS: Im Pesaran and Shin; LLC: Levin, Lin and
Chu; ADF: Augmented Dickey Fuller.

In the second step, Johansen Fisher and Kao panel cointegration tests have been applied to confirm
the existence of cointegration among series. Table 4 shows the results of the Kao test while Table 5
and Equation (1), Table 6 and Equation (2), and Table 7 and Equation (3) present the findings of the
Johansen Fisher panel co-integration. Fisher cointegration rank 3 was used for western Asia and rank
5 was used for south Asia for the analysis of Equation (2). Max-Eigen test and Trace test values are
significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% in both models. These results suggested that the null hypothesis (H0)

of the absence of cointegration is rejected, and confirm that a long-run relationship exists in all models.
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Table 3. Results of unit root tests (Southern Asia).

Variables Deterministic
Level 1st difference

IPS LLC ADF IPS LLC ADF

LFDI
Intercept 0.756

(0.775)
−1.022
(0.153)

6.798
(0.942)

−10.767 ***
(0.000)

−5.573 ***
(0.000)

120.95 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

−1.920
(0.027)

−0.717
(0.236)

25.455 **
(0.030)

−9.288 ***
(0.000)

−2.980 ***
(0.001)

95.535 ***
(0.000)

LGDPPC
Intercept 7.302

(1.000)
5.169

(1.000)
0.943

(1.000)
−6.014 ***

(0.000)
−4.011 ***

(0.000)
67.409 ***

(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

0.851
(0.802)

−0.578
(0.281)

12.365
(0.577)

−6.187 ***
(0.000)

−4.223 ***
(0.000)

63.514 ***
(0.000)

LLFP
Intercept −0.9455

(0.172)
−1.587 *
(0.056)

19.288
(0.154)

−3.685 ***
(0.000)

−2.535 *
(0.056)

42.899 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

−1.165
(0.121)

−1.710
(0.043)

18.870
(0.170)

−2.526 ***
(0.005)

−2.815 *
(0.002)

32.309 ***
(0.003)

LTPOP
Intercept 2.703

(0.996)
−0.402
(0.343)

10.204
(0.747)

−5.821 ***
(0.000)

−3.133 ***
(0.000)

68.404 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

−5.042 ***
(0.000)

−4.523 ***
(0.000)

59.487 ***
(0.000)

11.68 ***
(0.000)

11.74 ***
(0.000)

142.107 ***
(0.000)

LHC
Intercept 4.559

(1.000)
2.275

(0.988)
0.958

(1.000)
−4.967 ***

(0.000)
−4.567 ***

(0.000)
50.702 ***

(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

0.173
(0.568)

−0.970
(0.165)

9.803
(0.776)

−3.520 ***
(0.000)

−3.273 ***
(0.000)

35.497 ***
(0.001)

LUPOP
Intercept 1.653

0.950
−0.579
(0.281)

11.582
(0.639)

−2.652 ***
(0.000)

−2.769 ***
(0.000)

43.95 ***
(0.005)

Intercept and
trend

0.634
(0.402)

−1.605 *
(0.054)

14.611
(0.405)

−3.598 ***
(0.000)

−2.798 ***
(0.006)

54.676 **
(0.000)

LTO
Intercept 1.270

(0.898)
−0.918
(0.179)

5.885
(0.969)

−6.996 ***
(0.000)

−1.584 ***
(0.056)

74.493 ***
(0.000)

Intercept and
trend

0.5163
(0.697)

1.723
(0.957)

8.243
(0.876)

−5.454 ***
(0.000)

−6.358 ***
(0.000)

54.929 ***
(0.000)

1% and 10% represented as *** and * and p-value is in parenthesis.

Table 4. Results of Kao cointegration test.

Model A Model B Model C

Western Asia ADF statistics −1.382 *
(0.083)

−1.814 **
(0.034)

−3.862
(0.000)

Southern Asia ADF statistics −2.411 ***
(0.007)

−1.633 *
(0.051)

−3.963
(0.000)

***, **, and * significance levels represented as 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively, and p-value is in parenthesis

Table 5. Results of Johansen Fisher test for model A.

No. of CE(s) Trace Test Value p-Value Max-Eigen Test Value p-Value

Western Asia

None 169.6 *** 0.000 135.6 *** 0.000

At most 1 88.39 *** 0.000 64.85 *** 0.000

At most 2 46.77 *** 0.003 40.47 ** 0.019

At most 3 38.87 *** 0.028 38.87 ** 0.028

Southern Asia

None 92.59 *** 0.000 56.758 *** 0.000

At most 1 49.12 *** 0.000 30.49 *** 0.006

At most 2 32.27 *** 0.003 22.68 * 0.065

At most 3 35.24 * 0.001 35.24 *** 0.001

***, ** and * significance levels are 1%, 5% and 10%.
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Table 6. Results of Johansen Fisher test for model B.

No. of CE(s) Trace test Value p-Value Max-Eigen test Value p-Value

Western Asia

None 357.5 *** 0.000 247.1 *** 0.000

At most 1 166.4 *** 0.000 116.1 *** 0.000

At most 2 73.42 ** 0.000 61.98 *** 0.000

At most 3 34.33 * 0.078 28.50 0.239

At most 4 35.50 * 0.061 35.50 * 0.061

Southern Asia

None 247.7 *** 0.000 405.2 *** 0.000

At most 1 83.90 *** 0.000 50.86 *** 0.000

At most 2 43.27 *** 0.000 34.40 *** 0.001

At most 3 20.57 0.113 14.65 0.402

At most 4 28.39 ** 0.012 28.39 ** 0.012

***, **, and * significance levels are 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.

Table 7. Results of Johansen Fisher test for model C.

No. of CE(s) Trace Test Value p-Value Max-Eigen Test Value p-Value

Western Asia

None 346.4 *** 0.000 235.6 *** 0.000

At most 1 157.0 *** 0.000 106.0 *** 0.000

At most 2 78.69 ** 0.000 53.65 *** 0.000

At most 3 45.27 *** 0.005 36.98 ** 0.044

At most 4 38.68 ** 0.029 38.68 ** 0.029

Southern Asia

None 207.8 *** 0.000 152.2 *** 0.000

At most 1 89.65 *** 0.000 53.43 *** 0.000

At most 2 48.41 *** 0.000 30.41 *** 0.007

At most 3 31.19 *** 0.005 23.50 * 0.052

At most 4 27.51 ** 0.016 27.51 ** 0.016

***, ** and * significance levels are 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.

Table 8 shows the result of Equation (1) by utilizing the FMOLS and DOLS approaches. An increase
in human capital raises labor productivity as well as economic growth in both regions. According to the
result, in Southern and Western Asia LHC has a significant and positive impact on economic growth.
The results of these tests show no difference in term of magnitude and signs averagely. According
to the results of FMOLS, a 1% increase in LHC tends to increase LGDPPC by 0.13% in Western Asia
and 0.38% in Southern Asia. Furthermore, the results of DOLS indicated that a 1% increase in LHC
tends to increase LGDPPC by 0.14% in Western Asia and 0.30% in Southern Asia. There are a few
studies that also showed the same relationships [46,63]. According to the results of FMOLS, a 1%
increase in LUPOP tends to increase LGDPPC by 0.79% in Western Asia and 0.66% in Southern Asia.
Furthermore, the results of DOLS indicated that a 1% increase in LHC tends to increase LGDPPC by
1.27% in Western Asia and 0.73% in Southern Asia [64]. Results of FMOLS indicate that LLFP has a
significant and positive impact on economic growth in Western Asia, while according to DOLS, LLFP
has an insignificant but positive impact in Western Asia. Results of FMOLS and DOLS show that a
1% increase in LLFP decreases LGDPPC by 1.69% and 1.49% in Southern Asia. Results indicate that
LLFP has a negative and significant impact on LGDPPC according to FMOLS and an insignificant
impact according to DOLS, which is supported by [39,65]. When the ratio of labor force participation
exceeds labor demand, it causes disequilibrium in the labor market. The result is a reduction in the
labor wage rate and in living standards, as well as an increase in LFP that also has a negative impact
on economic growth.
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Table 8. Results of fully modified ordinary least square (FMOLS) and dynamic ordinary least square
(DOLS) Model A (Dependent variable is LGDPPC).

Variables
FMOLS DOLS

Western Asia Southern Asia Western Asia Southern Asia

LHC
0.136 ***
[13.200]
(0.000)

0.387 ***
[9.825]
(0.000)

0.149 ***
[2.97]

(0.003)

0.300 ***
[6.833]
(0.000)

LUPOP
0.790 ***
[160.66]
(0.000)

0.667 ***
[5.700]
(0.000)

1.274 ***
[2.678]
(0.009)

0.736
[5.445]
(0.000)

LLFP
1.008 ***
[96.534]
(0.000)

−1.696 ***
[−3.622]
(0.000)

0.166
[0.605]
(0.545)

−1.494 ***
[−2.943]
(0.003)

1%, 5%, and 10% represented as ***, **, and *, respectively. p-value is in () and t-statistics in [].

Table 9 presents the results of Equation (2). LHC in model B shows similar results to model
A, having a positive impact on LGDPPC in both regions but an insignificant and positive impact
according to the result of FMOLS. A country’s labor efficiency, infrastructure, and human capital
caused an increase in FDI. Products produced by foreign investors caused a reduction in the imports of
the economy. According to FMOLS and DOLS, LFDI has a significant and positive impact in Southern
Asia but has a smaller impact of 0.008% and 0.018%, respectively for FMOLS and DOLS, on LGDPPC.
Results of FMOLS and DOLS show that a 1% increase in LFDI decreases LGDPPC by 0.04% and 0.03%
in Western Asia so this indicates that LFDI has a negative and significant impact on the LGDPPC
in Western Asia. According to FMOLS and DOLS, LTPOP has a significant and negative impact on
LGDPPC in both regions but has an insignificant impact in western Asia. A country’s export could
be increasing because of the low rate of tariffs and other trading barriers. Trading activities of this
country increase, which directly affects economic growth. FMOLS results indicate that a 1% increase
in LTO tends to increase LGDPPC by 0.006% in Western Asia and 0.05% in Southern Asia, and thus
is insignificant in the Western region. Similarly, the DOLS estimation approach indicated that a 1%
increase in LTO tends to increase LGDPPC by 0.39% in Western Asia and 0.19% in Southern Asia.

Table 9. Results of FMOLS and DOLS Model B (Dependent variable is LGDPPC).

Variables
FMOLS DOLS

Western Asia Southern Asia Western Asia Southern Asia

LHC
0.165

[1.358]
(0.175)

0.042 *
[1.734]
(0.084)

0.045 **
[0.323]

(0.7464)

0.136 ***
[9.702]
(0.000)

LTO
0.066

[0.861]
(0.389)

0.052 *
[1.897]
(0.059)

0.339 ***
[4.447]
(0.000)

0.195 ***
[4.258]
(0.000)

LFDI
−0.047 ***
(−3.543)
[0.000]

0.008 *
[1.726]
(0.085)

−0.037 ***
[−2.726]
(0.007)

0.018 **
[2.336]
(0.021)

LTPOP
−1.129 ***

(-2.178)
[0.389]

−0.445 *
[−2.034]
(0.043)

−2.691 ***
[−4.438]
(0.000)

−1.112 **
[−4.001]
(0.000)

1%. and 5% levels of significance represented as *** and**, respectively. p-value is in () and t-statistics in [].

Table 10 presents the results of Equation (3). According to FMOLS and DOLS, LHC has a significant
but positive impact on LTO in both panels. More specifically, according to the results of FMOLS,
a 1% increase in LHC tends to increase LTO by 0.25% in Western Asia and 0.09% in Southern Asia.
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Furthermore, the results of DOLS indicated that a 1% increase in LHC would lead to an increase of LTO
by 0.51% in Western Asia and 0.28% in Southern Asia. The results of FMOLS and DOLS show that a
1% increase in LLFP decreases trade openness by 0.03% and 0.42% in Western Asia, respectively, so the
result indicates that LLFP has a negative and significant impact on LTO in Western Asia; however
according to FMOLS it is insignificant. Furthermore, results indicated that LLFP has a positive and
significant impact on LTO in Southern Asia. The results of FMOLS and DOLS show that a 1% increase
in LLFP increases trade openness by 0.33% and 0.32%, respectively, in Southern Asia. LFDI has a
positive and significant impact on trade openness according to FMOLS and DOLS. In Western Asia,
LFDI has a smaller but still positive impact on trade openness; the results also indicated that a 1%
increase in LFDI increases trade openness by 0.07% in Western Asia. The results of FMOLS and DOLS
show that a 1% increase in LFDI increases trade openness by 0.16% and 0.15% in Southern Asia,
respectively. According to FMOLS and DOLS, LTPOP has a significant and negative impact on LTO in
both regions.

Table 10. Results of FMOLS and DOLS Model C (Dependent variable is LTO).

Variables
FMOLS DOLS

Western Asia Southern Asia Western Asia Southern Asia

LHC
0.254 ***
[3.835]
(0.000)

0.098 **
[1.981]
(0.048)

0.517 ***
[8.679]
(0.000)

0.285 ***
[7.795]
(0.000)

LLFP
−0.031

[−0.312]
(0.754)

0.332 ***
[5.758]
(0.000)

−0.424 **
[−2.005]
(0.046)

0.324 ***
[3.623]
(0.000)

LFDI
0.071 ***
(5.011)
[0.000]

0.164 ***
[9.269]
(0.000)

0.079 ***
[9.017]
(0.000)

0.159 ***
[10.251]
(0.021)

LTPOP
−0.180 ***
(−7.328)
[0.000]

−0.331 ***
[−15.295]

(0.000)

−0.148 ***
[−2378]
(0.018)

−0.330 ***
[−9.890]
(0.000)

1% and 5% levels of significance are represented as *** and**, respectively. p-value is in () and t-statistics in [].

Table 11 presents the results of the DH granger causality test [62] of Equation (1). If the p-value
is significant at 1%, 5%, and 10%, we then reject H0, meaning that X does not homogeneously cause
Y [66]. In Southern Asia’s LHC, LGPPC is not significant at any level so we cannot reject the null
hypothesis, and in Western Asia it is significant at 1%, so we can reject H0. Similarly, for LGDPPC,
LHC has a significant value so results supported the rejection of the null hypothesis in Southern Asia,
and we cannot reject the null hypothesis in Western Asia, which indicates a unidirectional causality
between LHC and LGDPPC. LLFP and LGDPPC have a unidirectional relationship in both regions.
LUPOP and LGDPPC and LGDPPC and LUPOP both have values at 1% and 10%, so we reject the
null hypothesis and the results suggested that a bidirectional causality relationship exists between
LUPOP and LGDPPC. LHC and LUPOP have a unidirectional causality relationship in Southern Asia
and a bidirectional causality relationship in Western Asia. Furthermore, LUPOP and LHC have a
bidirectional relationship in both regions; all p-values are significant at 1%. The causality relationship
flow for model (A) is presented in Figure 2.
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Table 11. Dumitrescu Hurlin causality test Model (A) for Western Asia and Southern Asia.

Direction of Causality
Western Asia Southern Asia

WHNC
N,T ZHNC

N,T p-Value WHNC
N,T ZHNC

N,T p-Value

LLFP→LGDPPC
LGDPPC→ LLFP

3.6617 **
2.9004

2.1987 **
1.0792

0.027
0.280

3.2007
4.1875 **

1.1615
2.2700 **

0.2454
0.023

LHC→LGDPPC
LGDPPC→ LHC

4.9275 ***
2.9118

4.0603
1.0959

0.000
0.273

3.0933
3.9102 ***

1.0409
4.7069 ***

0.297
0.000

LUPOP→LGDPPC
LGDPPC→ LUPOP

9.7933 ***
4.2634 ***

11.216 ***
3.083 ***

0.000
0.002

9.2165 ***
3.7083 *

7.9189 ***
1.7317 *

0.000
0.083

LHC→ LLFP
LLFP→LHC

4.0305 ***
3.3604 *

2.7411 ***
1.7556 *

0.006
0.079

2.3492
5.2258 ***

0.2050
3.4362 ***

0.837
0.006

LUPOP→ LLFP
LLFP→LUPOP

5.4791 ***
7.5685 ***

4.8715 ***
7.9445 ***

0.000
0.000

4.8247 ***
2.4226

2.9857 ***
0.2875

0.002
0.773

LUPOP→ LHC
LHC→LUPOP

6.8998 ***
4.6214 ***

6.9610 ***
3.6102 ***

0.000
0.000

7.5960 ***
7.6493 ***

6.0986 ***
6.1585 ***

0.000
0.000

1%, 5%, and 10% represented as ***, **, and *, respectively.
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Figure 2. Causality Relationship Flows for Model (A).

Table 12 represents the results of the DH panel granger causality test for Equation (2). The variables
LHC and LGDPPC have a unidirectional causal relationship in both regions. Furthermore, LTPOP and
LGDPPC as well as LHC and LFDI have a bidirectional relationship in both regions. These results
are in line with Abdouli and Omri [67]. LTO and LFDI have a unidirectional causality relationship in
western Asia and a bidirectional causality relationship in southern Asia. LTO and LHC also have the
same results. Moreover, LTPOP and LFDI have a unidirectional causality relationship in Southern Asia
and a bidirectional causal relationship in Western Asia. LTPOP has a bidirectional relationship with
LHC and LTO in both regions. The causality relationship flow for model (B) is presented in Figure 3.
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Table 12. Dumitrescu Hurlin causality test from Model B for Western Asia and Southern Asia.

Direction of Causality
Western Asia Southern Asia

WHNC
N,T ZHNC

N,T p-Value WHNC
N,T ZHNC

N,T p-Value

LFDI→LGDPPC
LGDPPC→ LFDI

5.7656 ***
4.8009 ***

5.2890 ***
3.8710 ***

0.000
0.000

1.7389
6.3344 ***

−0.48045
4.6815 ***

0.630
0.000

LHC→LGDPPC
LGDPPC→ LHC

4.9275 ***
2.9118

4.0987 ***
1.0959

0.000
0.273

3.0933
6.3571 ***

1.0409
4.7069 ***

0.297
0.000

LTO→ LGDPPC
LGDPPC→ LTO

4.6883 ***
5.1343 ***

3.7086 ***
4.3644 ***

0.000
0.000

1.1178
4.9025 ***

−1.17807
3.0731 ***

0.238
0.002

LTPOP→ LGDPPC
LGDPPC→ LTPOP

6.0760 ***
8.7503 ***

5.7495 ***
9.6826 ***

0.000
0.000

5.2741 ***
15.512 ***

3.4904 ***
14.991 ***

0.000
0.000

LHC→ LFDI
LFDI→LHC

4.6213 ***
3.7682 **

3.6070 ***
2.3553 **

0.000
0.018

5.0496 ***
3.6420 *

3.2383 ***
1.65729 *

0.001
0.097

LTO→LFDI
LFDI→LTO

3.1819
4.9350 ***

1.4913
4.0681 ***

0.135
0.000

6.0841 ***
4.6993 ***

4.4003 ***
2.8448 ***

0.000
0.004

LTPOP→ LFDI
LFDI→LTPOP

5.6734 ***
8.9284 ***

5.1534 ***
9.9378 ***

0.000
0.000

10.691 ***
3.6096

9.5752 ***
1.6208

0.000
0.105

LTO→LHC
LHC→ LTO

2.3833
4.9026 ***

0.3170
4.0238 ***

0.751
0.000

5.9594 ***
4.7941 ***

4.2602 ***
2.9513 ***

0.000
0.003

LTPOP→LHC
LHC→LTPOP

4.9557 ***
16.4274 ***

4.1018 ***
20.973 ***

0.000
0.000

6.1398 ***
19.621 ***

4.4628 ***
19.606 ***

0.000
0.000

LTPOP→LTO
LTO→LTPOP

4.9747 ***
8.2161 ***

4.1298 ***
8.8969 ***

0.000
0.000

4.8031 ***
11.3265 ***

2.9614 ***
10.288 ***

0.003
0.000

1%, 5%, and 10% represented as ***, **, and *, respectively.
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Figure 3. Causality Relationship Flows for Model (B).

Table 13 represents the results of the DH panel granger causality test for Equation (3). LTO has a
bidirectional causality relationship with LLFP in both regions, and LTPOP has bidirectional causality
relations with LTO, LLFP, and LHC. LTO has bidirectional causality relations with LHC and LFDI in
Southern Asia and has a unidirectional causality relationship with Western Asia. LTPOP and LFDI
have unidirectional causality in Southern Asia and bidirectional causality in Western Asia. LFDI and
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LLFP have unidirectional causality in both panels. LHC has a bidirectional causality relationship
with LLFP in western Asia and a unidirectional causality relationship in the case of Southern Asia.
The causality relationship flow for model (C) is expressed in Figure 4.

Table 13. Dumitrescu Hurlin Causality test from Model C for Western Asia and Southern Asia.

Direction of Causality
Western Asia Southern Asia

WHNC
N,T ZHNC

N,T p-Value WHNC
N,T ZHNC

N,T p-Value

LHC→ LTO
LTO→ LHC

4.9026 ***
2.3822

4.0238 ***
0.3170

0.000
0.751

4.7941 ***
5.9594 ***

2.9513 ***
4.2602 ***

0.003
0.000

LLFP→ LTO
LTO→ LLFP

5.2738 ***
3.3710 *

4.5696 ***
1.7712 *

0.000
0.076

5.7947 ***
3.7344 *

4.0753 ***
1.7610 *

0.000
0.078

FDI→ LTO
LFDI→ LTO

4.9350 ***
3.1819

4.1298 ***
1.4913

0.000
0.135

4.6993 ***
6.0841 ***

2.8448 ***
4.4003 ***

0.004
0.000

LTPOP→ LTO
LTO→ LTPOP

4.9747 ***
8.2161 ***

4.1298 ***
8.8969 ***

0.000
0.000

4.8031 ***
11.326 ***

2.9614 ***
10.288 ***

0.003
0.000

LLFP→ LHC
LHC→ LLFP

3.3604 *
4.0305 ***

3.6070 *
2.7411 ***

0.079
0.006

5.2258 ***
2.3492

3.4362 ***
0.2050

0.000
0.837

LFDI→ LHC
LHC→ LFDI

3.7682 **
4.6213 ***

2.3532 **
3.6070 ***

0.018
0.000

3.6420 *
5.0496 **

1.6572 *
3.2383 **

0.097
0.012

LTPOP→ LHC
LHC→ LTPOP

4.9557 ***
16.427 ***

4.1018 ***
20.973 ***

0.000
0.000

6.1398 ***
19.621 ***

4.4628 ***
19.606 ***

0.000
0.000

LFDI→ LLFP
LLFP→ LFDI

5.8985 ***
3.1764

5.4843 ***
1.4832

0.000
0.138

2.9415
5.3558 ***

0.8703
3.5823 ***

0.384
0.000

LTPOP→ LLFP
LLFP→ LTPOP

8.5022 ***
17.208 ***

9.3176 ***
22.121 ***

0.000
0.000

6.4772 ***
9.1722 ***

4.8419 ***
7.8691 ***

0.000
0.000

LTPOP→ LFDI
LFDI→ LTPOP

5.6734 ***
8.9284 ***

5.1534 ***
9.9378 ***

0.000
0.000

10.691 ***
3.6096

9.5752 ***
1.6208

0.003
0.105

1%, 5%, and 10% represented as ***, **, and *, respectively.
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6. Conclusions and Policy Recommendations

The main objective of this study was to investigate the impact of trade openness and human
capital on economic growth in Asia. We did a compression of Western Asia and Southern Asia on
the basis of different GDP per capita in these regions. Here the data are available from 19 countries
from 1985 to 2017. We have applied several unit root tests to check the stationarity level and results
showed that all variables are integrated at the 1st difference. These results suggested moving toward
cointegration tests. Kao and Fisher panel cointegration tests were used to analyze the existence of
long-run relationships. After confirming the cointegration among variables, we applied FMOLS and
DOLS approaches to find the magnitude of long-run coefficients. The results of this study revealed
that trade openness and human capital have a significant and positive relationship with economic
growth, while the labor force has a negative impact on the economic growth in Southern Asia and a
positive impact on the economic growth in Western Asia. LFDI has a negative and significant impact
on LGDPPC in Western Asia and a positive and significant impact in Southern Asia, while LTPOP
has a negative impact on LGDPPC in both regions. Furthermore, according to FMOLS and DOLS,
LUPOP and other variables also have a significant and positive relationship with LGDPPC in both
regions. By utilizing the DH non-causality test we concluded that trade openness and economic growth
have bidirectional causality in Western Asia and a unidirectional causal relationship in Southern Asia.
It was also revealed that human capital and economic growth have unidirectional causality in both
regions. In the trade openness model, we observed that human capital and foreign direct investment
accelerated trade openness in both regions, while increasing the total population level reduced the
trade level. LLFP reduced the trade openness in Western Asia while it increased the trade level in
southern Asia significantly.

This study suggests some policy recommendations on the basis of findings. Due to high population,
most of the underdeveloped countries are rich in terms of their labor force. According to the results of
this study, policy makers of Southern Asia are required to increase the employment level by creating
more job opportunities. It will be helpful to build the equilibrium in the labor market and reduce the
negative impact of labor force participation. Human capital is a key factor in economic growth [68].
Human capital consists of knowledge, abilities, and skills that enable people to realize their potential
as productive members of society. Improvement in skills and abilities can enhance human capital as
well as economic growth, so for this purpose governments should promote education. The policy
makers are suggested to invest more in education, special training programs, and technical education to
make human capital beneficial for economic output, as the results revealed that a positive relationship
between trade openness and economic growth exists. Furthermore, this study suggests that economies
should enhance the process of trade openness if they want to develop more rapidly in the long run.
The policy makers should promote trade openness by reducing tariff rates and non-tariff taxes on trade.
The central authorities of these countries should apply sound foreign and educative policies to attract
FDI, as well as create more job opportunities.
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